ABSTRACT -Compressed video may possess a number of artifacts, both spatial and temporal. Spatial compression artifacts arise as a result of quantization of the transform-domain coefficients, and are often manifested as blocking and ringing artifacts. Temporal limitations in compressed video occur when the encoder, in an effort to reduce bandwidth, drops frames. Omitting frames decreases the reconstructed frame rate, which can cause motion to appear jerky and uneven. This paper discusses a method to increase the frame rate of video compressed with the DCT by inserting images between received frames of the sequence. The Bayesian formulation of the restoration prevents spatial compression artifacts in the received frames from propagating to the reconstructed frames.
INTRODUCTION
Two of the most important limitations of compressed video are spatial compression artifacts and missing frames. Spatial compression artifacts commonly take the form of blocking and ringing, and are annoying in their own right. Spatial compression artifact removal has been well-researched, a few examples of which can be found in [10, 11, 17, 18] . On the other hand, temporal limitations in compressed video are often caused by missing frames, and can result in sequence motion appearing uneven.
In a complete scheme for post-processing compressed video, missing frames should be estimated and received frames should be enhanced. However, the focus here is the temporal aspect, and this paper deals exclusively with the restoration of the missing frames at the decoder (see [11] for treatment of both received and inserted frames). This paper does, however, explicitly consider the spatial compression artifacts in the received frames so that their effect on the reconstructed missing frames is minimized.
The problem at hand can be stated as follows: An encoder has compressed a sequence of video frames. However, due to bandwidth or storage limitations, the encoder may have had to drop frames prior to encoding, e.g., dropping two out of every three frames to go from 30 fps to 10 fps. In scenes with moderate to high motion, the dropped frames may cause motion to appear jerky and uneven. Furthermore, the frames that are transmitted are compressed with lossy transform coding, which is taken to incorporate the block discrete cosine transform in this paper. Lossy compression of frames can result in poor received image quality. The goal for temporal restoration of compressed video is to reconstruct the missing frames of the sequence given the noisy received frames, and, for the example just given, go from a 10-fps sequence to a 30-fps sequence. Naturally, one desires the reconstructions to be free of the compression artifacts that may plague the received frames. All effective forms of restoring missing video frames take scene motion into account, and for this reason the problem will be referred to as Frame Rate Adjustment by Motion Estimation, or FRAMEstimation for short. A number of FRAMEstimation schemes have been reported in the literature; a few examples are [1, 2, [14] [15] [16] . However, none of the methods appear to address the quality of the received frames, which seems odd because low bit rate video is one of the target applications of many FRAMEstimation procedures (due to the low frame rates of heavily compressed video), and low bit rate video typically also has spatial compression artifacts. If not properly considered, these spatial compression artifacts can propagate to the inserted frames of a FRAMEstimation procedure. The formulation presented here explicitly considers the compression noise that is present in the received frames.
Restoration of dropped frames of video is quite different than restoration of received frames. In the latter case, compressed versions of the frames under consideration are available, and the goal is to eliminate the spatial compression artifacts in the received image. For dropped frames, however, the missing images must be restored based only on other surrounding images in the sequence.
A maximum a posteriori (MAP) approach is taken here to estimate the missing frames. However, since received data are not available for the frame being restored, the observations of different frames must be related to the inserted frame. The MAP criterion in this case leads tô
where z is the frame to be inserted and z k q is the k th received frame, which contains quantization noise. (Note that throughout this paper, two-dimensional images are represented as vectors by using a stacked-column notation.) The index set K includes all frame indices of the received sequence that are being used to reconstruct the missing image. In this work, only the received frames immediately before and immediately after the missing image are used, but the framework allows for inclusion of with respect to the inserted frame z.
as many received frames as desired. Figure 1 shows the configuration of the missing frame with respect to the received frames.
The first term of (2) is the a priori image model, and is discussed in the next section. The latter term of (2) is the observation model that relates observations to the data being estimated, and consists of two elements-the quantization noise model, discussed in Section 3, and the temporal observation model, discussed in Section 4. When the terms from the prior image model and the observation model are determined, the MAP criterion of (2) results in a convex optimization problem, the solution to which is discussed in Section 5 along with experimental results. Section 6 concludes the paper.
PRIOR IMAGE MODEL
The prior image model is chosen as a Huber Markov Random Field (HMRF), which has been used extensively in image and video processing [10, 13] . The Huber function is a convex function that has edge-preserving properties relative to a simple quadratic. Details of the HMRF can be found in the papers just cited, and is given here without excessive discussion,
where G is a normalizing constant, λ F is a regularization parameter, and the Huber function ρ T (·) is defined as
The c of (3) are local groups of pixels called cliques, and C is the set of all such cliques, which depends on the neighborhood structure of the MRF. Here, the vectors d c are chosen to extract the differences between a pixel and its neighbors, such that (3) simplifies to
where N n is the index set of neighbors for the n th pixel, and N is the number of pixels in the image. The inner summation in (5) is over each pixel in the neighborhood of the n th pixel. A neighborhood consisting of a pixel's eight nearest neighbors is used here.
Using the HMRF encourages smoothness in the final image reconstruction, since the probability in (3) is higher for smoother images. The Huber function penalizes differences less than T quadratically; however, differences larger than T are only penalized linearly, which helps prevent oversmoothing image edges. In this work, the HMRF smooths compression artifacts introduced from the received frames, preventing their presence in the estimates of missing frames. The prior image model also fills in gaps in the inserted image that may result when no motion information is present, which is discussed further in Section 4.
DCT QUANTIZATION NOISE
It is important to characterize the compression noise in received frames, because the received frames are the only observations from which the missing frames can be estimated. After compression and transmission, the receiver decodes the observed image z k q at time k, where the "q" subscript denotes that z k q has quantization error relative to the original noise-free image z k ,
Some researchers [8, 9] assume this model with an independent and identically-distributed (IID) Gaussian assumption for the noise terms e k z . However, a spatiallyinvariant noise term does not realistically model the quantization error, and a more sophisticated and accurate quantization noise model is used here instead.
Compression noise is derived here explicitly for compression methods that use the discrete cosine transform (DCT), due to the DCT's popularity in image and video compression standards. To determine statistics of the spatial-domain quantization error, begin by considering the DCT prior to quantization,
where y k is the frequency-domain representation of z k , D represents the matrix that performs the two-dimensional block DCT, and z k mc is the motion-compensating prediction for the video frame. Note that the DCT is applied on a block-by-block basis, so D is a block-diagonal matrix.
The DCT coefficients are quantized as
where
is the quantization operator for the k th frame. The decoded image is the motion-compensated prediction added to the inverse DCT (IDCT) of the quantized frequency values,
where D t is the transpose of D, which is also the inverse of D due to the unitary property of the DCT. Note that the spatial-domain quantization error can be expressed as
Of primary importance here are the statistics of the noise. The autocovariance matrix for the noise is easily shown to be
where K e k y is the autocovariance matrix of the DCTdomain noise. Due to the decorrelating properties of the DCT for typical images [7] , the autocovariance matrix of y k is approximately diagonal; along with some symmetry conditions on the distributions of y k , the DCT-domain quantization noise autocovariance matrix K e k y can be shown to be diagonal as well. The diagonal elements of K e k y represent the variances of the frequency-domain quantization errors, and can be found by considering the quantization intervals: If a particular observed DCT value y q [m] lies in the quantization interval [q i , q i+1 ) defined by the quantizer, then barring any prior knowledge on y[m] one concludes that y[m] given the observation is uniformly distributed in [q i , q i+1 ), and the variance of the frequency-domain quantization error is easily seen to be
is easily constructed based on the quantization limits defined by the quantizer. Note from (11) that in general the spatial-domain noise terms are not IID, but are correlated.
From (10), each spatial-domain noise term is a linear combination of independently distributed uniform random variables (64 of them, when using the 8 × 8 block DCT), allowing the spatial-domain quantization noise to be approximated as a 0-mean Gaussian random vector with autocovariance matrix K e k z . From (6),
The DCT quantization noise model of the previous section is one component of the overall observation model. This section provides the final component: The temporal observation model. The goal is to relate the image to be inserted to the observations, which is not a trivial task due to motion of objects between frames-the location of objects in the observed frames must be related to the location of objects in the unknown frame to be inserted. It thus seems obvious that knowledge of motion is necessary. A regularized block-based motion model is used in this work, with 4 × 4 block sizes. Motion estimation is performed on the received frames after they have been enhanced with a post-processing algorithm; details of both the motion-estimation procedure and the post-processing algorithm can be found in [11] . However, the primary focus of this paper is not motion estimation, and the FRAMEstimation algorithm discussed here is not dependent on the type of motion estimation performed. For these reasons, it will be assumed that motion vectors are already known between received frames; these motion vectors will then be used to establish motion to the inserted frame, as shown in the following.
Assume that the unavailable frame for which motion information is desired is located between frames l and l + 1, the temporal distance between which is normalized to unity. Assume that the intermediate frame z is situated such that the distance between the frame and frame l is α, the distance between the frame and frame l + 1 is 1 − α, and 0 < α < 1, as shown in Fig. 1 . The observation model will be described for the l th frame only, since the observation model for frame l+1 is completely analogous to that of frame l.
Suppose that motion information for each pixel at frame l with respect to frame l + 1 has already been determined from a motion-estimation algorithm. Note that some of the motion vectors from l to l + 1 may point off the screen, which is perfectly fine, because some of these off-screen motion vectors from l to l + 1 may result in legitimate motion (not off-screen) for the intermediate frame.
If the 2-D motion vector from l to l + 1 for pixel i
, then the 2-D motion vector from l to the intermediate frame is found simply as
This motion model assumes constant velocity of objects between frames l and l + 1, or a "linear motion model." This assumption is obviously not strictly true, because real-world object velocities between two frames will almost never be exactly constant. However, due to the relatively small temporal sampling interval for most video sequences, the linear velocity model is adequate. 1 Note that the motion elements in (13) are in general non-integer in value.
The motion vectors are used to model the motion compensation relationship explicitly as
where n l m is the noise, or error, that accounts for the uncertainty in estimating z l with the motion-compensated z. Note that (14) relates original images in the sequence. Since the motion to the intermediate frame is in general non-integer, the motion-compensating matrix A l is formed based on a bi-linear interpolation model; see [11] for details on construction of such a matrix.
Note that the motion relationship in (14) relates each pixel in frame l to a pixel in the missing frame. Due to the motion vector determination of (13), it is quite likely that there will be pixels in the missing frame that have no corresponding observation, and hence no information from surrounding frames is available with which to estimate these pixels. For such regions of pixels the HMRF prior image model "fills the holes"-the prior smoothness assumptions cause the algorithm to smooth over the regions with no observations, masking their appearance. In such regions, the HMRF performs quite similar to the error concealment algorithm of Salama et al. [12] .
Due to the DCT quantization noise model, it is known that z (14),
where n l is the error, or noise, between z l q and its motion compensation from z, and consists of both motioncompensation noise and DCT quantization noise. Characteristics of the DCT quantization noise have already been covered in some detail, and the motion noise must now be characterized to continue. It is assumed that the motion noise n l m is Gaussian with autocovariance matrix K l m . The Gaussian assumption has been used before, for example by Schultz and Stevenson in [13] . However, in [13] the authors assume IID Gaussian noise, which for the case at hand is rather limited-IID noise implies that each observation is equally reliable, and does not take into consideration spatially-varying errors in motion estimation such as appearing/disappearing objects, lighting changes, or incorrect motion vectors.
Here it is proposed that a spatially-varying motion noise model be used. Suppose first that the autocovariance of the motion-compensation noise K l m is diagonalized by the transformation matrix U, such that Probability theory says that the transformation matrix U is the Karhunen-Loève Transform (KLT), but to determine U using the KLT requires prior knowledge of the matrix K l m , and would result in a prohibitively complex FRAMEstimation algorithm. Rather than rely on the KLT, a simplifying assumption is used to allow construction of K l m . Two-dimensional signals that are well-modeled by first-order prediction models with high one-step correlation parameters have autocovariance matrices that are approximately diagonalized by the DCT [7] . Assuming such a signal leads to the approximation
where K l d is diagonal, and D is the BDCT, which is the DCT applied on a block-by-block basis. Such an approximation relies on the BDCT approximating the KLT for motion compensation error, and requires some further justification. The BDCT does do a reasonable job of decorrelating signals with high correlation parameters, as evidenced by its popular use in image and video compression standards [3] [4] [5] . The following points provide justification for assuming that the motion-compensation noise is highly correlated, and hence has an autocovariance matrix that is approximately diagonalized by the BDCT:
• Appearing/Disappearing Objects. If an object is present in one frame but is covered up in the next frame, then whatever motion vectors are found for the object will be pointing to an incorrect object. The error in such a case is the difference between the two distinct objects, and will be highly correlated provided that the two objects are independent (a reasonable assumption) and that each is relatively smooth (a common assumption for images, at least at the local level).
• Off-screen Motion Vectors. If the motion in a scene results in a motion vector pointing off the screen (i.e., pointing outside of the reference image), then the situation is similar to the case of appearing/disappearing objects above.
• Lighting Changes. If the light incident upon on object changes (due to, for example, some change in ambient light or a change in an object's orientation with respect to a light source), even with perfect motion vectors there will be considerable motioncompensation error. Since the lighting change will probably apply to relatively large regions, it is reasonable to assume that the error will be highly correlated.
• Motion Vector Errors. Errors in motion vectors arise from a variety of sources. One major source of error is due to limitations in the motion model used in motion estimation-perhaps the true motion exceeded the range of motion searched in the estimation procedure; or maybe the motion model assumes a purely translational motion, and the actual motion consisted of rotation or deformation; or maybe the motionestimation algorithm simply found the wrong vector for some unknown reason. In any case, the resulting motion vector is pointing to a wrong object, and the discussion for appearing/disappearing objects applies here as well.
• Experimental Tests. The motion-estimation algorithm used in this work was applied to the foreman sequence at 15 fps to examine the motioncompensation error. Values of the one-step correlation coefficients in the horizontal and vertical directions (ρ 1 and ρ 2 ) were estimated on a frame-byframe basis, and averaged out to approximately 0.4 in both the horizontal and vertical dimensions. While 0.4 is certainly not approximately 1.0, the BDCT still performs a certain amount of de-correlation-just not as much as if the correlation coefficients were approximately 1.0. Indeed, the BDCT is used on a wide class of images, many of which have correlation coefficients considerably less than 1.0.
While the above points provide justification for using the BDCT to de-correlate the motion-compensation noise, there is at least one strong argument against:
• When none of the situations presented above applyi.e., there are no appearing/disappearing objects, no off-screen motion vectors, no lighting changes, and the motion vectors are determined perfectly-then the motion-compensation error does not seem to be highly correlated. In the experimental tests mentioned above, during the few areas of the foreman sequence that had almost no motion at all, the estimated correlation coefficients varied between 0.0 (i.e., not correlated at all) and 0.2.
While perhaps not perfectly de-correlating the motioncompensation noise, it is argued that for most situations using the BDCT provides a more accurate description of the noise than an IID assumption. Furthermore, when performing FRAMEstimation for sequences at relatively low bit rates, motion-compensation errors that are not approximately de-correlated by the BDCT-where the motion error is quite small-will be dominated by the BDCT quantization noise, and the slight mid-modeling has little negative impact. of quantization parameter (QP). For each of these cases, the original sequence was compressed using inter-coded frames for all but the first frame. Frame rates of the received sequences varied between 7.5, 10.0, and 15.0 fps, implying that 3, 2, and 1 frame or frames needed to be inserted between each pair of received frames in order to achieve 30 fps. Plots of the received frames' PSNR are shown in these figures as well, and are provided as a baseline with which to compare the PSNR of the inserted frames. Note that these figures only present PSNR for the inserted frames, and do not include PSNR results for any enhancements done to the received frames. Close-ups of various frames from these sequences are shown in Figs. 4 , 5, and 6, and demonstrate that the proposed FRAMEstimation scheme effectively inserts missing frames, while preventing the propagation of compression artifacts from the received frames.
At first glance, the FRAMEstimation PSNR plots of Figs. 2 and 3 might seem to suggest that the proposed algorithm performs poorly. However, although most of the inserted frames have noticeably lower PSNR than the surrounding received frames, the visual results presented in Figs. 4 through 6 suggest quite the opposite-in each of the three cases, noticeable compression artifacts are present in the received frames, while the inserted frames have had these compression artifacts effectively removed. The low values from the PSNR charts can be explained as follows: If the estimated motion information to the inserted frame is incorrect by even a single pixel, then objects placed in the inserted frame will not be located in the exact proper location, which will result in poor PSNR due to misalignment of edges between the true image and the inserted image. Small errors in motion vectors can arise from a variety of sources, the most prevalent of which is perhaps the linear motion model (recall that velocities are assumed to be constant between frames). However, when the sequences are viewed at 30 fps, these small misalignments of edges have no subjective effect, and the inserted frames typically appear to have better quality than the surrounding received frames. This provides evidence of the inadequacy of PSNR as a metric for video quality.
However, there are areas of significant motion where the proposed FRAMEstimation algorithms fails, in particular the two steep drops in the PSNR curves for the foreman sequence in Fig. 2 . In these two sections of the sequence, there is severe motion that is not correctly estimated by the motion estimation algorithm, and the reconstructions for the inserted frames have noticeable artifacts. This problem is not due to limitations in the FRAMEstimation formulation, but is rather due to limitations in the motion estimation algorithm-given true motion information, the algorithm would have determined a good estimate. In an implementation where quality is critical, some sort of heuristic test would need to be conducted to determine when the motion estimation has failed, and the inserted frames in these cases could just use frame repetition.
Results were only provided for sequences at relatively low bit rates, but the algorithm performs equally well for higher-quality video as well. Although not discussed previously, FRAMEstimation algorithms can also be useful for creating slow-motion sequences-for example, a 30-fps sequence could be converted to 90 fps, and then displayed at one-third speed. In general, results for slowmotion FRAMEstimation tend to be quite good because the smaller temporal sampling period results in less severe motion between frames, which in turn allows for better motion estimation, enabling better FRAMEstimation results. Furthermore, the constant velocity motion model is more accurate for smaller temporal sampling periods, allowing even better quality for inserted frames.
CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a method for increasing the frame rate of video compressed using the block discrete cosine transform. A Bayesian formulation for the problem was developed, and the estimate of an inserted frame was given as the solution to a convex optimization problem. The a priori smoothness term in the Bayesian formulation prevents spatial compression artifacts, which may be present in the received video frames, from propagating to the inserted frames. Experimental results were presented that demonstrated the utility of the algorithm. 
